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In a previous paper the author studied an enumerating power series 8 in six
variables. The typical term was the sum of a dichromatic polynomial over all
rooted planar maps of given numbers of vertices and faces and given valencies for
the root face and root vertex. Loops and multiple joins were allowed. The polynomial
was the one now commonly called the ``Tutte polynomial'' by other writers. An
equation for 8 was obtained. It made possible a recursive calculation of coefficients
in the order of increasing edge number. The present paper arose out of the observation
that the equation for 8 takes a particularly simple form when the variables x and y
of the dichromatic polynomial are each given the value 1. The value of the polynomial
is then the number of spanning trees of the map concerned. In that special case a
theoretical solution is obtained. It is stated in terms of a remainder obtained when
a certain power series in the four remaining variables, slightly transformed, is
divided by a certain polynomial.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. The Dichromatic Equation
We discuss an equation that was obtained in 1971 [2], in a paper that
introduced an enumerating function 8 in six variables u1 , u2 , v1 , v2 , x,
and y. It could be written as
8=8(u1 , u2 , v1 , v2 , x, y)
=:
M
um(M )1 u
n(M )
2 v
i(M )
1 v
j(M )
2 /(M; x, y) (2.1)
The sum is over all combinatorially distinct rooted planar maps M,
loops and multiple joins being allowed. The vertex map, with one vertex,
one face, and no edges, is by a special convention admitted as a ``rooted
map.'' Here m(M ) is the valency of the root face and n(M) that of the root
vertex. The index i(M ) is one less than the number of faces and j(M ) is one
less than the number of vertices. /(M; x, y) is a polynomial in x and y dis-
cussed under the name of ``dichromate'' in [1]. The vertex map contributes
a constant term 1 to 8.
The number of edges of a rooted map M is i(M)+j(M), by the Euler
polyhedron formula.
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By substituting the value 1 for u1 in 8 we obtain a power series 81 in
the other five variables. Similarly by substituting 1 for u2 we obtain a
power series 82 .
In [2] it is shown that 8 satisfies the equation
8=1+u1u2 v2(u1 x&1) 882+u1u2v1(u2 y&1) 881
+u1u2v1{u1 8&81u1&1 =+u1u2 v2{
u28&82
u2&1 = . (2.2)
Let us call (2.2) the ``dichromatic equation.'' We can rationalize it by
multiplying by (u1&1)(u2&1) and we can then collect together the terms
involving 8. We then have
8[(u1&1)(u2&1)(1&u1u2v2(u1x&1) 82&u1 u2 v1(u2 y&1) 81)
&u21 u2 v1(u2&1)&u1u
2
2 v2(u1&1)]
=(u1&1)(u2&1)&u1u2 v1(u2&1) 81&u1 u2v2(u1&1) 82 . (2.3)
If we substitute the value 1 for each of x and y this equation simplifies, in the
sense that the power series 81 and 82 now appear only in the combination
=(u2&1) v181+(u1&1) v2 82 (2.4)
After the simplification (2.3) has become
8[(u1&1)(u2&1)(1&u1 u2 )&u21u2 v1(u2&1)&u1u
2
2 v2(u1&1)]
=(u1&1)(u2&1)&u1u2. (2.5)
ln this formula 8 has become a function of only the four variables u1 ,
u2 , v1 , and v2 . It is known that /(M; 1, 1) is the number of spanning trees
of M [1]. So a typical coefficient in 8 is the sum of the tree numbers over
all maps M with given m(M ), n(M), i(M), and j(M ). Let us therefore refer
to (2.5) as the ``tree equation.''
We now introduce the polynomial
E=(u1&1)(u2&1)&(u1&1)2 (u2&1)2
&u21u2(u2&1) v1&u1 u
2
2(u1&1) v2 . (2.6)
By subtracting E8 from each side of (2.5) and rearranging the terms we
can put the tree equation in the form
[u1u2&(u1&1)(u2&1)][(u1&1)(u2&1) 8&1]=E8. (2.7)
It is on this form of the tree equation that we shall work in the following
sections.
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3. A Change of Variables
In the work of the following sections we find it convenient to replace the
variables u1 and u2 by new ones w1 and w2 defined as
w1=u1&1, w2=u2&1. (3.1)
The coefficients of the products v p1 v
q
2 in 8, formerly polynomials in u1
and u2 , now become polynomials in w1 and w2 .
The change of variables puts the tree equation (2.7) into the form
[(w1+1)(w2+1) &w1w2][w1 w28&1]=E8. (3.2)
We also have
E=w1w2&w21w
2
2&(w1+1)
2 (w2+1) w2 v1
&(w1+1)(w2+1)2 w1 v2 . (3.3)
The definition of  is restated as
=w2v181+w1 v282 . (3.4)
4. Power Series
Let X1 denote the set of all polynomials in u1 and u2 , or equivalently w1
and w2 , with integral coefficients. Let Y1 be the set of all power series in
v1 and v2 , with non-negative indices, in which the coefficients of the
products v p1 v
q
2 are members of X1. We note that both X1 and Y1 are
closed under addition and multiplication. The work of the preceding sec-
tions has been in Y1.
Consider any product of the form
Z=Awm1 w
n
2v
i
1 v
j
2 , (4.1)
where A is an integer.
We define its ``V-rank'' V(Z ) as i+j, and its ``mix-rank'' M(Z) as
Min(m, n). Its ``total rank'', or simply ``rank,'' denoted by R(M ), is the sum
of V(Z) and M(Z). Thus
R(Z )=V(Z )+M(Z )=i+j+Min(m, n). (4.2)
We say that Z is ``segregated'' if either m or n is zero, or equivalently if
M(Z )=0.
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Let W denote the set of all products of the form (4.1). We consider the
product of two members Z1 and Z2 of W. By the definitions we have
V(Z1Z2)=V(Z1)+V(Z2), (4.3)
M(Z1Z2)M(Z1)+M(Z2). (4.4)
Let Y2 denote the set of all sums, finite or infinite, of non-zero members
of W, subject to the condition that the number of summands of a given
total rank is finite. We acknowledge a zero member of Y2 with no non-
zero summands at all, saying that it is the sum over the null subset of W.
We may suppose that there is at most one summand with given values of
m, n, i and j. We note that Y2 is closed under addition and multiplication.
(See (4.3) and (4.4).)
A member of Y2 can be regarded as a power series in v1 and v2 in which
the coefficients are power series in w1 and w2 with integral coefficients and
with only a finite number of terms of any given mix rank. Let us write X2
for the set of all such power series in w1 and w2 . We observe that Y1 is a
proper subset of Y2. The zero member of Y2 is the one in which only the
zero member of X2 appears as a coefficient of a product of v's.
A member of Y2 is called ``segregated'' if each of its non-zero summands
is segregated. Likewise a member of X2 is segregated if each of its non-zero
terms is segregated. Thus a member of Y2 is segregated if the coefficient of
each product vi1 v
j
2 is segregated. Every segregated member of Y2 is a member
of Y1. The power series  of Section 2 is a segregated member of Y1.
Let Z be a member of Y2. The ``part'' of Z of rank r is the sum of all
non-zero summands of Z of that rank. If Z is not the zero member 0 of Y2,
the one with no non-zero summand, it will have a non-zero part of least
rank. That is its ``leading part.'' Within the leading part we distinguish the
sum of the terms of least V-rank as the ``tip'' T(Z ) of Z.
Let us determine the non-zero parts of the polynomial E.
We can rewrite (3.3) as
E=[w1w2&(w1+w21) v2&(w2+w
2
2) v1]
&[w21w
2
2+(2w1w2+2w1w
2
2+w
2
1w2) v1
+(2w1w2+w1w22+2w
2
1 w2) v2]
&[w21w
2
2v1+w
2
1 w
2
2v2]. (4.5)
The first pair of square brackets on the right encloses the leading part E0
of E, a polynomial of rank 1. The second pair encloses the non-zero part
of rank 2 and the third pair the non-zero part of rank 3. There are no other
non-zero parts. We note that
T(E )=w1w2 , (4.6)
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whence
T(Eg)=w1w2 T(g) (4.7)
for any g in Y2.
We conclude this section with a rather trivial theorem about divisibility
by E in Y2.
Theorem 4.1. Let f and g be members of Y2 such that f=Eg and f is
segregated. Then f=g=0.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then T(Eg) divides by w1w2 , by (4.7), and
T( f ) does not.
5. Long Division
Let Z be a member of Y2 that is not segregated. We consider a procedure
for dividing it by E.
Let C be the part of Z of lowest rank having a mixed term. Let its rank
be r, and let one of its mixed terms of lowest M-rank be T=Aw1w2 , where
A is a product of the form (4.1) of rank r&1. Consider the member Z&AE
of Y2.
In the change from Z to Z&AE the term T is replaced by AU, where
w1w2&U is the sum on the right of Eq. (4.5). We note that the terms of U
are all of rank at least 1, so that Z and Z&AE agree in all their components
of rank less than r. And these are all segregated. The sum U has four terms
of rank 1. These contribute to Z&AE four terms of rank r, and each of these
has mix-rank less than that of T. The remaining terms of U contribute to
Z&AE terms of rank greater than r.
If Z&AE has a mixed term of rank r we repeat the procedure with
Z&AE replacing Z, and so on. After a finite number of steps we have a
member
Z1=Z&Kr&1E
of Y2 in which each part up to and including that of rank r is segregated
and in which Kr&1 is a polynomial with each term of rank r&1.
If Z1 is not segregated we repeat the procedure with Z1 replacing Z. We
are then operating on the part of Z1 , of lowest rank s having a mixed term,
and s exceeds r. We thus get Z2=Z1&Ks&1E with its parts all segregated
up to and including rank s.
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Imagining the process to be continued indefinitely we infer that there are
members f and g of Y2, where f is segregated, such that
Z=f+Eg, (5.1)
where Kr&1, Ks&1 , and so on, are the non-zero parts of g.
We say that the above algorithm is one of ``long division,'' giving the
``quotient'' g and the ``segregated remainder'' f of Z with respect to division
by E. The use of the definite article is justified by Theorem 4.1, which
implies that there is at most one pair [ f, g] of members of Y2, with f
segregated, that satisfies Eq. (5.1).
To include the case in which Z is segregated to begin with, when our
algorithm does not apply, we observe that (5.1) holds with f=Z and g=0.
By Theorem 4.1 there is no other solution of (5.1). The remainder is Z and
the quotient is zero.
6.  as a Segregated Remainder
Let us now multiply Eq. (3.2) by 1&w1 w2 and then add E(w1w2 8&1)
to both sides. We find that
[(1&w1w2) &(w1+1) w2 v1&(w2+1) w1v1]
_[(w1+1)(w2+1)][w1w2 8&1]=E(8&1). (6.1)
For convenience we write
4=
(w1+1) w2v1+(w2+1) w1 v2
1&w2w2
. (6.2)
By (6.1) we can now write
4=9+EF, (6.3)
where F is the result of dividing 8&1 by
(1&w1w2)(1+w1)(1+w2)(1&w2w2 8).
Division by each factor means of course multiplication by its reciprocal
power series, a member of Y2.
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Theorem 6.1.  is the segregated remainder of 4 after division by E.
Proof. Adding a suitable multiple of E to both sides of (6.3) we replace
4 by its segregated remainder L. We have
[&L]=Eg, (6.4)
where g is in Y2. But &L is segregated. Hence =L, by Theorem 4.1.
7. Conclusion
We assert that Theorem 6.1 gives a theoretical solution of the tree
equation. It determines , and  determines 81 and 82 from its portions
involving w2 and w1 , respectively. (See (3.4)). The transformation back
from the w's to the u's is, by comparison, trivial. When y, that is 81 and
82 , is known the tree equation itself gives 8 explicitly.
The author, though pleased with Theorem 6.1 as a piece of pure mathe-
matics, prudently refrains from recommending it as an aid to computation.
He has just verified the theorem by hand, as far as the maps of two edges.
He thinks those who wish to compute terms of 8 should do so directly
from the tree equation, in order of increasing V-rank. As indicated in the
Abstract this can likewise be done for the original 8 of six variables.
The argument of the paper is simplified but not essentially altered by
putting v1=v2=v. The index of v in a term of 8 is then the number of
edges of the corresponding map.
The results of the present essay are very different from those for
chromatic sums presented in [3]. The author apologizes for being unable
as yet to correlate the two.
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